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Design Collaboration – It’s a small world after
all…There is no “I” in Team
Adam Peter
Autodesk

Learning Objectives
•
•
•
•

Attendees will clearly understand the relationship between Revit, BIM 360
Document Management and the Design Collaboration modules
Attendees will easily be able to configure a project using administrative tools
Attendees will have fantastic ideas for best practices and be able to avoid common
pitfalls in workflows
Attendees will be able to quickly troubleshoot common errors and issues that relate
to project workflows

Description
If you've ever wrestled to coordinate on a design project with multiple companies you know the
pain of getting everyone into on system where the design can be shared, viewed, reviewed and
iterated on. Join me in a demonstration on workflows and best practices as we explore BIM 360
Design Collaboration, BIM 360 Document Management and Revit to show how these products
work together to facilitate grand designs. Along the way we will explore tips and tricks for setup
and workflow (highlighted in BOLD or UNDERLINED that will save time and frustration as well
as explore a few technical tips for troubleshooting common issues.

Speaker
How a project team communicates, collaborates and delivers a project is essential to its overall
success. As a Customer Success Engineer with Autodesk my focus is understanding customer
needs, providing education on products, services and workflows to removing barriers and
promote adoption. At the same time, I take valuable feedback from my experiences with
customers to shape the future direction of Project Delivery and Collaboration. I have gained
expertise on a number of Autodesk products and services such as BIM 360, Design
Collaboration, Document Management, Vault, Buzzsaw, Civil 3D and more.
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Defining Relationships
A company participates in dozens if not hundreds of projects every year. Along the way design
tools such as Autodesk’s Revit need to be used and collaboration will be needed with project
stakeholders. Some collaborate within the same office, some within the same company but
remotely, while many neither in the same office or the same company. Additionally, not
everyone on the project should have the same level of access to everything within the project.
With a long list of names like A360, BIM360 Team, BIM 360 Design, BIM360, Document
Management, Design Collaboration or even NexGen BIM, it can be confusing to know what
service is accomplishing a desired goal.

Right Tool for the right Job
Without diving too deeply into the wormhole of Autodesk history let’s look at the tools available
today and make an attempt to define their role in the project.

BIM 360 Solutions
Think of BIM 360 being a platform solution with many services that are available that will
help get the job done. A simple search of our website shows a number of different
services…
BIM 360 Docs – Publish, manage, review and approve all
construction drawings, documents and models
BIM 360 Build – Field and Project management tool that allows users
to get instant project updates in the office and field
BIM 360 Design – Allows distributed project teams to collaborate on
shared Revit models.
BIM360 Field – Field management software combining mobile
technologies at the point of construction with cloud-based collaboration
and reporting,
(Field Management – Next Generation of the Field Product)
BIM 360 Glue – Allows extended team members across various trades to
access multi-discipline project models and information
(Model Coordination – Next Generation of the Glue Product)
BIM 360 layout – Provide the ability to connect the coordinated model to the construction layout
process
BIM 360 Ops – A mobile-first building maintenance solution
BIM 360 Plan – Increase the reliability of project work plans for vertical construction contractors
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BIM 360 Design
Our focus for this class will have its emphasis on the design side of the project and has
as its solution BIM 360 Design.

When BIM 360 Design is purchased it comes with the following components:
•
•
•
•

A BIM 360 Site (accessed by going to https://admin.b360.autodesk.com)
Access to the Document Management module (BIM 360 docs)
o When a new project is created this service can be activated for that project
Access to the Design Collaboration module
Revit Cloud Worksharing (Formally known as Collaboration for Revit)
o Service that allows multiple Revit users to work on the same model at the same
time from anywhere as long as they have an internet connection.
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Account Administration
Setting up your site
The first thing to do is to log in to your BIM 360 Site as an administrator. This will bring
you to the Account Admin page. Here you have access to all the projects, members,
company, sight analytics, and settings.

Let’s cover each of these areas briefly:
•

•

•
•

•

Projects
o Shows active Projects (can also view Archived projects)
o Allows you to search projects
o Can create new projects
Members
o Shows all the members of the SITE
o This is NOT project specific.
▪ Users can be added to the site but not be part of an actual project
o It is a general best practice to invite users within your company to a
site, so they can quickly be added to a project at a later date if
needed.
o New members can be added via bulk import.
o Can be edited/inactivated
Companies
o Similar to members shows all the companies that have been identified at
the SITE level
Analytics
o Shows overall site information including
▪ Contract start and end
▪ Number of activated projects
▪ Projects by type
▪ Companies by trade/type
▪ Active Members
▪ Members by services
Settings
o Site name (Can be edited)
o Account Administrators (Can be added/removed)
o View Account ID
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Project Creation
Starting on the right foot
Project are important because they provide the framework and context under which you
organize your data. When you create the project, it needs a unique name and a few
other required fields denoted with an asterisk (*). A few things to note here are that the
project start and end dates can before or after the current date and that the project will
NOT be shut down or deactivated if you pass the projects end date. Also, a
provided address will be useful later for reporting purposes should you desire to see
geographically where the project is.
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The next screen is VERY important. It allows you as the project admin to determine what
services or modules you want activated for that particular project. The services that you have
available will be determined by what services you have subscribed to.
As I mentioned previously when you subscribe to BIM 360 Design you can choose Document
Management and Design Collaboration, however I’ve included the other services in the screen
capture below to show what it might look like if you subscribed to more.
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Also note that there are a few choices where you can either select the traditional services or the
“Next Generation” release. As an example, when you subscribe to BIM 360 Field you will be
presented with a choice for either “Field Management” or “BIM 360 Field”

When you Activate the Document Management module you will chose project administrators.
You can select more than one. Additionally, if you have a template folder structure from a
previous project you can select it to “seed” the project with the folder structure you
desire.
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When you have the Document Management module activated you can activate the Design
Collaboration module as well. One potential tripping point here is that you do need to wait until
the Document Management fully shows active or you will get an error message. If you do click
too fast simply wait a few seconds for the Document Management module to show active and
you can activate the Design Collaboration module and set administrators. Note that this is for
Admin activity specific to this module, not for the project as a whole.

Project Administration
Once created you can select the project and that will take you to the Project Administration
Page. Setting up the project basically happens in 4 phases; adding members, creating folder
structure, creating teams and setting permissions.

Adding Members
When adding members, you will see a layout similar to the Account Admin page but specific to
this project.
Members can be added using the blue button on the members page. If they have already been
added at the site level, you can simply start typing the name and select them from the
dropdown.
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Once selected it is a best practice to also associate them to a company if they haven’t been
assigned one and to assign each user a Role. This will help later with assigning permissions
to folders. For more information on Roles you can check out this HELP site.
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Creating Folder Structure
In order to create folder structure, we will need to switch modules. That can be done by
selecting the 9-dot grid in the upper left-hand corner of the project admin page. Select the
Document Management Module.

There are 2 main areas where you can create folder
structure. The Plans area and the Project Files
area. For Revit Cloud Worksharing AND to take
advantage of the Design Collaboration module
models MUST be uploaded to the Project Files
area.
For the purpose of this class we will focus on
creating folder structure in the Project Files area.
Click the 3 dot glyph to the right of Project Files to
pull up the folder menu. Select “Add Subfolder”
from the list and start creating folder structure.
A few things to think about here are how you want
to organize data. If you think in terms of teams or
groups of people that should access a folder, this
will be helpful when setting up Design
Collaboration. Frequently folder structure is setup
by company or discipline.
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In our example we will set up the project by company name.

Creating Teams
Creating teams will happen from the “Services” area of the Project Admin page. Simply select
the “Design Collaboration” service to get started.
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From here, we will begin to map teams to Folders. Again, remember to think in terms of what
group of people should access certain project data. The Design Collaboration module will
facilitate what is shared across teams and when. So, in our case because we created folder
structure based on Company we will organize our teams in a similar way. Select the “Add
Team” button to get started.

From the next dialog we have a few choices. Because we created our folder structure here, we
will simply need to map our new teams to existing folders. If we had not created folder structure
first we could create a brand-new team and it would create the folder in the Document
Management module. In order to map to existing folders, look to the bottom of the Add Teams
dialog and select the hyperlink. You will need to click this link for EACH team you want to add
as there is no way to do it in bulk at this time.
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Once all the teams have been selected you can simply close the dialog.

Creating Permissions
Permissions can happen from either the Document Management Module or from the Design
Collaboration area of the Project Admin page. Since we just created teams from this same area
I will stay here and set permissions. Simply select a team and then select “Manage Team
Members”
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Here is where we are going to utilize the Company and Role, making sure anyone from the
Company of whose folder we are editing is able to have View+edit capabilities. Any folder
admin or project admin should also be given the “share” permission so they can not only
create but share packages as well. Once done you can select the “Add” button.

Before proceeding it’s important to pause and talk about Deactivating teams.

Deactivating teams breaks the relationship of a “team” and the corresponding folder that
was created in Document Management. If you delete folders from Document management
before deactivating the team in the admin page you will see orphaned teams.
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To re-enable the mapping that folder will need to be restored.
Once all the permissions are set you can
use the Module selector (9 dots in the
upper left-hand corner of the screen) to go
back to the Document Management
module to see your folder structure.
Here you will also notice a new folder
called “Shared”. More on this later but for
now think of it as the project common area
for finding data that has been shared out
and is accessible at a read only level for
anyone on the project.

Project Workflows
Obviously, the project needs data. From Revit you can initiate models to the project to utilize
Revit Cloud Worksharing. Other filetypes such as Word documents, PDF and others can be
uploaded through the web client or through windows explorer using Desktop Connector.
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What we can see with teams and permissions set up is that when a user logs in they have
View+Edit access to their team’s folder and “view” access to the shared folders.
For example, let’s look at the view Greg Rodriguez (Michael Wall Engineers) has when he logs
into our sample project:

Notice he can see his team’s folder and the “shared” folder where data will go from other teams.
Art Vanday (BNIM) can only see HIS team folder and also the “Shared” folder where data will go
from other teams:
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In this way we can keep teams focused on the work they have to do. The question then
becomes, “how does the architect share his file for the other teams to look at or link into your
design?

Design Collaboration Module
This of course is where the Design Collaboration module comes into play.

One of the main function of this module is to provide the interface for team members to share
out data to other teams. Let’s continue to use Art as an example of how he would share a
specific version of his Revit model to other users.
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First a brief look at the interface

1. This is the Site name and the Project name
2. The timeline where packages are displayed showing when the package was created
and/or shared
3. The team name that is active
4. Published Set information for the work being done by that team
For Art to share his architectural model to the other stakeholders he needs to create a package
that contains Revit models and sheet sets to share. The package can contain:
•
•

A Revit model
A sheet set within a model (which by default selects the source model to share)

A package does not need to contain every sheet set within the model.
On the far right of the timeline is a circle with a “+” sign
in it. Art will select this to start the create package
sequence.
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Here Art can name the package and it will show the date and description of the package as well.
He can also select to share just the model (useful for people who just need to link to that version
of the model) or he can share the Sheet sets (in this case “Ground Floor” or “Second Floor”.
Again, if he selects either set the model will be selected by default since those sheets reside in
the model.
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Notice too that Art is sharing the specific version “2” of the published model. He could publish
more models within his team space and others outside the team would not see those changes
until a new package with an updated version of the model is created. From here, Art will save
and then Share the package.
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The new package now shows up on the timeline.

The circle shows solid because the package has been both created and shared. Because it’s
Art’s team that is active on the swim lane (his team originated the package) it shows solid.
If we log back in as Greg Rodriguez we will see that the timeline looks slightly different.

Here we see Greg’s team active in the swim lane. The circle now shows empty, because the
package is available but has not been consumed by our team.
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Linking Revit Models
In fact, a subtle but major transaction has occurred by sharing that package. Let me pause here
and explain in detail as this is the most critical aspect of understanding from our class.
Remember that Art can only see his Team folder and the Shared folder that everyone has at
least View access to.

By creating the package, we can look at the matching BNIM folder in the Shared space and see
a copy of our file. It is in fact the version of the Architecture model that we added to our
package.

Notice that the “Last Updated” is the time of the package creation.
With a copy of this specific version of the model in the Shared folder structure it can be
linked by other teams, but NOT opened. This will allow the BNIM team to continue to work
and iterate and version their working model without the link updating for stakeholders outside of
the team.
In this way other teams can “Auto Accept” changes made and shared by linking to files in the
shared space. If a new version is shared through an additional package, the link will update.
It may be, however that as a consumer of the package you do not want your link to update
every time a new package is shared. Perhaps your team wants control over when the link is
updated! Fortunately there is a way to accomplish that. If we go back to the Design
Collaboration Module we can look at the timeline from the perspective of Greg Rodriguez again.
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The shared package still looks like an open circle. We can select the circle and chose to
explore the package in order to see what models and sheets are included. There is also an
option to “Consume” the package.

Selecting this button will fill in the circle for our view as well. If we select the package again, we
will see that now we only have the “Explore” option available to us. What this has also done is
taken a copy of the file from the “Shared” BNIM folder and copied it to the “Michael Wall
Engineers->Consumed->BNIM” folder.

In this way the Michael Wal Engineers team can now link the model from this folder and the link
will not updated, even if a new package is created and shared. This team controls when
they want the link to update.
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What this means then, is that we have a number of versions of our Revit model in our project
that are accessible by certain people at a certain time.
Within Revit:
“Manage Cloud Models” dialog – Central Model that can only be accessed by users with
View+Edit rights to team folder.
Link from “Shared” folder – Copy of file from the team folder in latest shared package. Can be
linked from anyone on the project.
Link from “Consumed” folder – Copy of the file from the shared folder. Can only be linked from
those who have View access to that team’s consumed folder.
Graphically, the versions might look something like this…

In the far-left box the central model is versioned with each Sync with Central. This is the
version you see in the Manage Cloud Models dialog (v50).
When you publish the model, it shows in your team folder (v25).
When you share a package, it shows in the shared area (v15).
When it is consumed it shows in that team’s consumed Folder (v10).

Summary
There is of course much more but this I think is a good foundation to create a project, add
people, create teams and share models with other stakeholders in the project. We have
spent time in the Account Admin area, the Document Management Module and the Design
Collaboration Module.
I’ve also included an appendix with links to some additional material that I think is useful.
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Appendix
Below are a number of links to useful sites:

BIM 360 Getting Started Guide

BIM 360 Design Collaboration Helpful Videos

BIM 360 Design Collaboration forum

BIM 360 Idea Station

Working with Packages

Role Based Permissions

BIM 360 Public Roadmap

Autodesk Forge and API Overview

BIM 360 (Subscribe)
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